Captures and comparatively investigates inequality trends in income, wealth, education, and the labour market

Provides detailed information on social and political impacts across 30 countries examining trends over 30 years

Combines statistically sophisticated comparative analysis with evidence from individual countries experiences

This comparative volume complements the volume 'Changing Inequalities and Societal Impacts in Rich Countries: Thirty Countries’ Experiences'

Addresses issues about inequality widely debated in the media recently

Provides detailed background and information about inequality experiences and impacts in individual countries not found elsewhere

National experts apply a consistent analytical framework across 30 very different countries examining trends over 30 years. The 30 countries covered include 25 member states of the European Union (except Cyprus and Malta) together with the USA, Japan, Canada, Australia and Korea

Advances academic research in the field by in-depth analysis of country experience from the perspectives of economics, sociology and political science
Claim your **30% discount** when you order online today*

Ordering Details

**ONLINE** www.oup.com/uk/economics

**BY TELEPHONE** +44 (0) 1536 452640

**POSTAGE & DELIVERY** Website Orders: FREE postage on orders of £20 or more (delivery in the UK only). Please allow 7 working days for delivery in the UK. For more information about postage charges and delivery times visit www.oup.com/uk/help/despatch/.

*only when you order directly via www.oup.com/uk, adding promotion code AAFLY6 to your shopping basket.
Discount valid until 31/08/2014. Limit 10 copies per transaction. This offer is only available to individual (non-trade) customers. This offer is exclusive and cannot be redeemed in conjunction with any other promotional discounts.

The specifications in this leaflet, including without limitation price, format, extent, number of illustrations, and month of publication, were as accurate as possible at the time it went to press.

These books serve to report the results of the GINI project
Further information about the project can be found by visiting: www.gini-research.org